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Turbulence in the global financial markets spilled over crypto, coupled with the US SEC’s
Gary Gensler call for tightening crypto regulation. On September 21, Bitcoin plunged
below $40,000 for the first time since August, but soon recovered from the dramatic
16% decline, now trading closely to $44,000. Ethereum also slumped by 12%, but it
bounced back to trading above $3,100 level.

Fruitful weeks in the crypto market as Venture Capitalists poured more than $2 billion
dollars into the sector in just 14 days. The 5 largest deals, all exceeding the $100 million mark,
account for 87% of the total funds raised. Two NFT platforms, Sorare and Dapper Labs, have
collectively raised $930 million from notable VCs, both making it into the top three deals of
the bi-weekly period.

Approval of a Bitcoin ETF by the US Securities and Exchange Commision could be near at
hand as Bloomberg commodities strategist predicts the first US Bitcoin ETF to debut the
market by the end of October. Meanwhile, the number of applications for crypto ETFs at
the SEC is mounting, with some seeking permission to launch more exotic ETFs like DeFicentric open-end ETF funds.

Sorare, a marketplace for nonfungible token (NFT) trading cards, has raised $680 million in a
Series B funding round led by Japanese fintech giant SoftBank, resulting in a revised valuation
of $4.3 billion for the platform.

The US SEC chair Gary Gensler reminded that the regulator is watching the crypto
market closely in a conversation with the Washington Post on September 21. The SEC
is looking to ensure the digital asset market meets its standards in terms of investor
protection and is ready to team up with the Commodities Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) to enforce some of the market players register their tokens with the SEC as
securities.

Major Bitcoin (BTC) mining company Genesis Digital Assets has secured $431 million in funding
to expand its industrial-scale mining operations in the United States and Nordics. The new
funding round led by Paradigm, Coinbase and FTX follows Genesis Digital Assets’ $125 million
equity funding round in July 2021.

Following Avalanche’s $230 million funding round, we explore what its solution brings to
the crowded market of layer-1s, and why the AVAX token skyrocketed in the last months.

Visit Page

Visit Page
Dapper Labs, the creator of the NFT game NBA Top Shot, has attained a $7.6 billion valuation
with a $250 million funding round led by Coatue.
Visit Page
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How Avalanche
is reimagining
DeFi

Market Analysis How Avalanche is reimagining DeFi
It’s not the first time that the native token of the Avalanche blockchain has encountered wild fluctuations.
In February, AVAX shot as high as $60 only to reach a nadir in June–July. But after bottoming at $9.34, AVAX
is now beyond $60 and is currently trading at $76. This has earned it a spot in the top 20 cryptocurrencies
by market capitalization with $16 billion, according to Cointelegraph Markets Pro. Avalanche is among the
layer-one blockchains tagged as “Ethereum killers” that appear to have reduced the dominance of the top
altcoin in terms of total locked value (TVL) lately. Of the $170 billion in TVL, Ethereum presently controls
67% based on data from Defi Llama. But while the number appears high, it’s actually much lower than
February when it contained about 96% in TVL.

Background on Avalanche
Avalanche was developed by Cornell computer science associate professor Emin Gün Sirer and Ava Labs
in 2018. The blockchain protocol boasts high throughputs and a swift finality time. In 2019, it received
initial funding through the sale of 18 million AVAX tokens priced at $0.33 each, which amounted to nearly
$6 million. The following year, an additional 24.9 million tokens were auctioned in a private sale, this time
at $0.50 each, bringing in an extra $12 million in funding. In July 2020, Avalanche secured another $42
million through a public token sale. And on Sept. 16, 2021, Avalanche’s most recent funding bagged $230

million from various investors led by Polychain and Three Arrows Capital. This brings a total funding
amount of $290 million for Avalanche despite its mainnet launch just celebrating its first anniversary.

How is Avalanche reimagining DeFi?
Avalanche is caught in the midst of intensifying layer-one competition, with the likes of Binance Smart
Chain (BSC), Polkadot and Terra vying for a larger market share from their main competitor, Ethereum.
And much like its counterparts, scalability for Avalanche is similarly crucial. Avalanche boasts 4,500
transactions per second (TPS) with less than a three-second finality. In contrast, Ethereum processes
15–30 transactions per second with over 1-minute finality. Moreover, transaction fees are a lot more
desirable on Avalanche compared to Ethereum. Avalanche’s fees range from 75 nAVAX up to 225 nAVAX
($0.0000048 to $0.0000144 at the coin’s present value).
However, it takes more than lower costs and faster transactions to compete with the first-mover in
Etheruem. Developers willing to build applications on Avalanche are necessary to foster adoption. In this
regard, it’s clear how Ethereum has the upper hand with 2,585 listed decentralized applications (DApps).
But despite it being only a year old in existence, Avalanche already has attracted 320 projects.
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Market Analysis How Avalanche is reimagining DeFi

Number of monthly added avalanche projects

Projects such as SushiSwap, Chainlink, Circle and The Graph have benefited
from the smart contract infrastructure provided by Avalanche. Nonfungible
tokens (NFT) have also found a home on Avalanche; for example, Topps, a
sports-themed trading card company, has minted a Major League Baseball NFT
collection on Avalanche called “Inception.” Topps has also partnered with the
German football league Bundesliga, releasing video moments from the league
in two available card packages — all as NFTs on the Avalanche blockchain.
What’s more, the $230 million raised by Avalanche in 2021 will be earmarked
to support this flourishing decentralized finance (DeFi) ecosystem.
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Market Analysis How Avalanche is reimagining DeFi
Ethereum Bridge
One of the significant steps that Avalanche has undertaken in redefining finance is its cross-chain Ethereum
bridge, wherein it facilitates “seamless ERC-20 and ERC-721 transfers between Avalanche and Ethereum.”
The bridge helps migrate Ethereum’s DeFi infrastructure to Avalanche, allowing users to conduct faster
and cheaper transactions.
Pangolin, a notable player in the DeFi space, is built on Avalanche and benefits from the Avalanche–
Ethereum bridge. The decentralized exchange (DEX) enables trading of all tokens issued on Ethereum
and Avalanche. This enables users to circumvent the high and sluggish transaction times in swapping
assets. Apart from Pangolin, other DApps, such as bZx, Union, JellySwap, Prosper, e-Money and others,
have joined the Avalanche ecosystem.
So far, a total of $1.72 billion in assets have been transferred using the bridge.

More DeFi growth
Also, in a move to further its burgeoning DeFi ecosystem, Avalanche is bringing on board two of the
leading DApps on Ethereum to the Avalanche blockchain. Avalanche Rush, a $180-million liquidity mining
incentive program, was partially distributed to Curve Finance and Aave. In the program’s initial phase,
AVAX will be used as liquidity incentives for Aave and Curve users over three months. About $27 million
worth of AVAX has already been set aside by the Avalanche Foundation to fund the program, and there
are also additional allocations planned for its second phase.
In addition to Aave and Curve Finance, Pangolin also joined Avalanche Rush, supplying $2 million in AVAX
incentives for a single-sided pool of Pangolin (PNG).

What’s under the hood?

decentralization. Avalanche is composed of three integrated blockchains: The Exchange Chain (X-Chain),
Platform Chain (P-Chain) and Contract Chain (C-Chain). The X-Chain is primarily for creating and exchanging
assets, while the P-Chain is for creating subnets and coordinating validators, and the C-Chain is for
executing Ethereum Virtual Machine contracts. Most of the transactions take place in the C-Chain as
Ethereum developers can easily build Ethereum-compatible applications using this blockchain.
The three blockchains are validated and secured by its main network, which is a special type of subnetwork
or subnet. Anyone can secure the network by staking at least 2,000 AVAX, currently $152,000. Avalanche
defines a subnet as a “dynamic set of validators working together to achieve consensus on the state of
a set of blockchains.” Essentially, a subnet is a new network capable of hosting multiple blockchains that
can have its own consensus model and its own virtual machine.
These subnets open up opportunities for certain niche use cases as they are highly customizable. This
can be useful for different organizations, companies and even governments because the network’s
architecture also supports private subnets, meaning that those who want to deploy private blockchains
can do so.

Why has the price of AVAX spiked lately?
Avalanche Rush was a major factor that contributed to the price of AVAX jumping by 192% in August. But
another reason why the price of AVAX appreciated recently is due to more upcoming initial DEX offerings
(IDO). AvaXlauncher, the launchpad and incubator for the Avalanche ecosystem, has announced two new
IDOs on Twitter. One is Oracle on Avalanche, and the other is Gaming Project: Breed, Play and Earn.
And with those two IDOs, stakers and holders of AvaXlauncher (AVXL) tokens will get airdropped a
small portion of those IDOs. An IDO is a new type of crowdfunding model in the crypto space. It offers
immediate liquidity, immediate trading and lower costs for listing compared to anteceding models such
as initial coin offerings and initial exchange offerings.

Perhaps Avalanche’s strongest suit is its network infrastructure, which is touted to provide better
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Market Analysis How Avalanche is reimagining DeFi
Factoring the tokenomics
The tokenomics behind AVAX may also play a small role in its increasing value. There is a cap on token
supply at 720 million AVAX, but it’s worth noting that 40% of it is already allocated to private investors
and the AVAX team. Then, about 360 million is allotted for staking rewards, and 10% went to public sales.

its inception, placing further deflationary pressures in addition to its limited supply. At present, the total
circulating supply of AVAX is around 220 million AVAX.

Moreover, the fees for each transaction also follow a similar burning mechanism akin to Ethereum
Improvement Proposal 1559. To date, nearly 278,000 AVAX tokens ($21 million) have been burned since

There is no doubt that the growing popularity of layer-one protocols is reimagining the DeFi landscape.
But even with Ethereum’s dominance tapering slightly, as evidenced by its reduced TVL, it remains in an
enviable spot that competitors may find hard to uproot. So, to count out Ethereum before Ethereum 2.0
could be premature. Still, these “Ethereum killers” are on the rise, and sooner or later, one may emerge
as a worthy adversary.

AVAX Token Distribution

AVAX total burned fees
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Market Analysis BTC Daily Exchange Trading Volume and Price
ā

BTC Daily Exchange Trading Volume and Price

ā

BTC trading volume has had spikes on Sep. 7 and Sep. 20, both of which
coincided with significant drops in the BTC’s price: on Sep. 7 Bitcoin plummeted
by almost 11% while on Sep. 20 the decline reached 9.3%.
The flash crash on Sep. 7 has coincided with the law declaring Bitcoin as legal
means of exchange in El Salvador going live, with the country’s President
calling the BTC’s crash a ploy of the International Monetary Fund. On Sep. 20
it was the stock market that seems to have dragged BTC and other cryptos
down.
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Market Analysis BTC 30-day Annualized Volatility and Price
ā

ā

BTC 30-day Annualized Volatility and Price

Similar to trading volume, BTC 30-day annualized volatility soared on Sep.
7 and Sep. 20, as Bitcoin lost $5,700 and $4,400 on those days respectively.
Since late July BTC 30-day annualized volatility has been struggling to break
through the 70% level, which now seems to be a resistance level for the
metric, which suggests that the BTC’s price might consolidate around the
current level of $42,000.
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Market Analysis BTC – DXY
ā

30 days moving average correlation BTC – DXY

ā

BTC - DXY 30-day moving average correlation growth got reversed on
Sep. 20 as DXY grew in response to the market sell-off, which pushed the
cryptocurrency market down as well.
On Sep. 7, when BTC lost next to 11%, DXY index saw a modest growth,
suggesting that investors prefer to cash out of their positions when financial
markets nosedive and investors sell their holdings.
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Market Analysis BTC – Gold
ā

30 days moving average correlation BTC – Gold

ā

Starting from late August BTC and Gold were predominantly moving in the
same direction, including Sep. 7, when Gold lost 2% and BTC experienced a
much heftier plunge of almost 11%.
On Sep. 20, however, Gold was one of the very few assets to rise in value,
although by less than 1%, whereas BTC followed the market trend and dipped
by 9.3%, further questioning the idea that it can become “the new gold”.
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Market Analysis BTC – S&P500
ā

30 days moving average correlation BTC – S&P500

ā

The S&P 500 had set an all-time high on Sep. 2 at $4,536, slightly declined
the day after and accelerated its decrease on Monday, Sep. 7, suggesting
that the cryptocurrency market might have potential to affect traditional
financial markets as well.
On Sep. 20 it was the 2% decline of the S&P 500 that has most likely caused
a selloff of the BTC and of the entire crypto market as well.
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Market Analysis BTC – ETH
ā

30 days moving average correlation BTC – ETH

ā

BTC - ETH 30-day moving average correlation has been staying close to its
historical level of 0.8 since early September, although ETH crashed even more
dramatically on both Sep. 7 and Sep. 20.
Overall, BTC has lost 12,2% since Sep. 1, whereas ETH has plummeted by
over 22% over the same time, which makes the latter a more attractive
investment as of Sep. 22.
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Institutional Activities
Cryptocurrency Investments

New fund aims to put hundreds of millions
toward Algorand DeFi growth

MicroStrategy doles out $240M on additional
Bitcoin purchase

Institutional investors increase their crypto
holdings for 5th straight week

The Algorand Foundation has
unveiled a new fund called the
Viridis DeFi fund that is headed up
by the Algorand Foundation — a
group that was responsible for the
Algorand blockchain and its ecosystem
development. The new fund is positioned to allocate money
toward certain DeFi projects looking to build on the Algorand
blockchain.

Business intelligence outfit and
corporate Bitcoin whale MicroStrategy
has announced the purchase of
5,050 BTC for about $242.9 million
at an average of $48,099 per coin on
Sep. 13. In a Form 8-K filing with the
US Securities and Exchange Commission, MicroStrategy stated
that it had added 8,957 BTC to its corporate Bitcoin treasury in
Q3 2021.

Investment flows into crypto
products totaled $42 million in the
week ending on Sept. 19, with Bitcoin
funds seeing inflows of $15 million.
That was the fifth consecutive week
of increasing cryptocurrency assets
held by institutional managers and only the third time in 16
weeks that BTC investment products saw positive inflows.

SEP 10, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 13, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 20, 2021

Visit Page
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Institutional Activities
Crypto Trading Instruments and Infrastructure

Commodity strategist predicts Bitcoin ETF could
get the nod in US next month

SEC registrants seek DeFi and physically backed
Bitcoin ETF approval

Nasdaq to provide price feeds for tokenized
stock trades on DeFiChain

Bloomberg Intelligence commodity
strategist Mike McGlone predicts
the first Bitcoin ETF in the US could
get approval from the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission
by the end of October. He maintained
that it was likely to be a futures-backed product first, adding
that it would open a “legitimization window for a massive amount
of money inflow.”

Amplify ETFs, Invesco and Galaxy
submitted registrations to the U.S.
SEC for Bitcoin and DeFi-based ETF
offerings. Invesco joined New York’s
Galaxy Digital Funds to file and
register the Invesco Galaxy Bitcoin
ETF, while Amplify ETFs filed the second registration to add DeFicentric open-end ETF funds offering to the Amplify ETF Trust.

Nasdaq, Finnhub and Tiingo will
be providing their price feeds to
DeFiChain, a DeFi platform built on
the Bitcoin network. DeFiChain offers
trading in tokenized stocks that are
collateralized by cryptocurrencies and
correspond to the underlying price of major listed firms.

SEP 22, 2021

Visit Page

Major UK hedge fund Brevan Howard launches
crypto division
Brevan Howard, a United Kingdombased hedge fund, is launching a
new business division, "BH Digital,"
to manage its crypto and digital
assets, and has also hired CMT Digital
Chief Executive Colleen Sullivan to lead
private and venture investments in crypto.
SEP 13, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 10, 2021
SEP 22, 2021

Visit Page
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Deutsche Boerse launches Solana and Polkadot
ETNs by VanEck

Deutsche Boerse-owned Eurex debuts Bitcoin
futures trading

German stock market operator
Deutsche Boerse officially announced
that VanEck’s new ETNs on Polkadot,
Solana and Tron are now tradable
on its digital stock exchange, Xetra,
and the Frankfurt Stock Exchange.
investors can purchase crypto ETNs similar to shares or exchangetraded funds without needing to set up crypto wallets.

Eurex, a derivatives exchange owned
by Deutsche Boerse, has debuted
cryptocurrency derivatives trading
with ETC Group’s Bitcoin exchangetraded note futures product. The
futures contract allows investors to
track the price development of Bitcoin in a regulated environment
and will be physically delivered in BTCE, which is 100% backed
by Bitcoin.

SEP 21, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 14, 2021
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Institutional Activities
Crypto Trading Instruments and Infrastructure

Fidelity lobbies SEC to approve Bitcoin ETF
in private meeting

SkyBridge raises $100M for Algorand fund and
files for crypto company ETF

Coinbase applies to trade crypto futures

Executives of the financial services
firm Fidelity Investments have laid
out reasons why the Securities
and Exchange Commission should
approve the Bitcoin exchangetraded fund at a special meeting.
These include increased demand for digital assets and related
products, the prevalence of similar funds in other countries, and
the rise of Bitcoin adoption.

Alternative investment firm SkyBridge
Capital hopes to expand its crypto
offerings, filing for a crypto-focused
exchange-traded fund and revealing
plans for an Algorand fund. The firm
has raised more than $100 million
toward the newly announced Algorand fund while currently
holding roughly $700 million worth of crypto assets.

Crypto exchange Coinbase has
submitted an application to become
a registered Futures Commission
Merchant (FCM) with the National
Futures Association (NFA). If Coinbase
becomes an approved FCM member
under the NFA, the firm will then need to register with the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission, to get the green light.

SEP 15, 2021

Visit Page

PayPal completes crypto trading rollout for UK
customers
PayPal’s customers in the United
Kingdom can trade four major
cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin, Ether,
Litecoin and Bitcoin Cash. Crypto
trading will only be available to PayPal
customers with verified identities.
SEP 17, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 16, 2021
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PayPal releases new consumer app for crypto,
savings and direct deposits

Top Brazilian investment bank BTG Pactual
launches crypto trading app

PayPal has announced the release of
a new app that will enable users to
access all of the company’s digital
financial products. The new app
covers both crypto and non-crypto
use cases with a wallet tab to manage
cryptocurrency payments and high yield savings.

Leading Brazilian investment bank BTG
Pactual has launched a new platform
dubbed Mynt that currently allows
users to purchase Bitcoin and Ether.
Mynt also plans to host education
content designed to inform new users
about cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology.

SEP 21, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 21, 2021

Visit Page
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Venture Capital and M&A Activities

Sorare scores $680M funding led by SoftBank to
grow its NFT sport portfolio

Bitcoin miner Genesis Digital Assets
raises $431M

Avalanche Foundation raises $230M to support
DeFi ecosystem

Investors: SoftBank, Atomico, Bessemer Venture Partners,
D1 Capital, Eurazeo, IVP and LionTree

Investors: Paradigm, Stone Ridge, Ribbit Capital, Electric
Capital, Skybridge and Kingsway Capital, FTX

Investors: Polychain, Three Arrows Capital etc.

Funded company: Sorare
Business scope: Nonfungible token marketplace
Headquarters: France

Funded company: Genesis Digital Assets
Business scope: Bitcoin mining
Headquarters: The US

Announcement date: September 21, 2021
Deal amount: $680 million

Announcement date: September 21, 2021
Deal amount: $431 million

SEP 21, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 22, 2021

Funded company: Avalanche Foundation
Business scope: Smart contracts platform
Headquarters: Singapore
Announcement date: September 16, 2021
Deal amount: $230 million

Visit Page

SEP 16, 2021
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Venture Capital and M&A Activities

Immutable raises $60M for its carbon-conscious
NFT platform

Amex Ventures backs $55M Abra raise

NFT company Recur reaches $333M valuation
following Steve Cohen-backed fundraiser

Investors: Alameda Research, VaynerFund, Bitkraft Ventures
and King River Capital

Investors: Amex Ventures, Blockchain Capital, Ignia, Kingsway
Capital and Stellar Development Foundation

Investor: Steve Cohen

Funded company: Immutable
Business scope: Nonfungible token protocol
Headquarters: Australia

Funded company: Abra
Business scope: Cryptocurrency trading platform
Headquarters: The US

Announcement date: September 14, 2021
Deal amount: $60 million

Announcement date: September 15, 2021
Deal amount: $55 million

SEP 14, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 15, 2021

Funded company: Recur
Business scope: Nonfungible token company
Headquarters: The US
Announcement date: September 13, 2021
Deal amount: $50 million

Visit Page

SEP 13, 2021
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Venture Capital and M&A Activities

One River Digital raises $41M from Goldman
Sachs and Coinbase

Argo Blockchain secures $25M Bitcoin-backed
loan from Galaxy Digital

Derivatives exchange dTrade raises $22.8M for
market makers

Investors: Goldman Sachs, Coinbase Ventures, Liberty Mutual
Insurance, Infinity Investment Partners

Creditor: Galaxy Digital LP

Investor: Alameda Research, CMS, Hypersphere, Polychain and
DeFiance

Funded company: One River Digital
Business scope: Сryptocurrency-focused hedge fund
Headquarters: The US
Announcement date: September 20, 2021
Deal amount: $41 million

SEP 22, 2021

Visit Page

Borrowing company: Argo Blockchain
Business scope: Cryptocurrency mining
Headquarters: The UK

Funded company: dTrade
Business scope: Decentralized exchange
Headquarters: Canada

Announcement date: September 10, 2021
Loan Size: $25 million

SEP 10, 2021

Announcement date: September 14, 2021
Deal amount: $22.8 million

Visit Page

SEP 14, 2021
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Venture Capital and M&A Activities

Solana DEX raises $18M Series A from Three
Arrows Capital, Coinbase Ventures

Coinbase Ventures, Samsung NEXT back
Metrika’s $14M Series A

Estonian ‘auto liquidation’ DeFi platform
Minterest raises $6.5M

Investors: Three Arrows Capital, Polychain, Placeholder,
Coinbase Ventures, Jump Capital, Sino Global Capital, DeFiance
Capital, Zee Prime, Collab+Currency and Solana Capital

Investors: Neotribe Ventures with participation from Coinbase
Ventures, Samsung NEXT, Nyca Partners etc.

Investors: KR1, Digital Strategies, Bitscale Capital, PNYX
Ventures, CMT Digital etc.

Funded company: Metrika
Business scope: Blockchain intelligence platform
Headquarters: The US

Funded company: Minterest
Business scope: Decentralized finance protocol
Headquarters: Estonia

Announcement date: September 21, 2021
Deal amount: $14 million

Announcement date: September 17, 2021
Deal amount: $6.5 million

Funded company: Orca
Business scope: Decentralized exchange
Headquarters: Japan
Announcement date: September 20, 2021
Deal amount: $18 million
SEP 22, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 21, 2021
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SEP 17, 2021

Visit Page
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Venture Capital and M&A Activities

MonoX raise $5M to launch single-token
liquidity pools

Stanford researcher-led Pledge raises $3M for
decentralized lending protocol

PrimeDAO raises $2M to build a cooperative
platform for DAOs

Investors: Axia8 Ventures, Animoca Brands, Divergence
Ventures etc.

Investors: DHVC, Ray Wong and Torsten Wendl

Investors: Signum Capital, LD Capital, Stacker Ventures etc.

Funded company: Pledge
Business scope: Decentralized lending protocol

Funded company: PrimeDAO
Business scope: Decentralized autonomous organizations
management

Funded company: MonoX
Business scope: Automated market maker
Headquarters: The US

Announcement date: September 10, 2021
Deal amount: $3 million

Announcement date: September 15, 2021
Deal amount: $2 million

Announcement date: September 17, 2021
Deal amount: $5 million

SEP 17, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 11, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 15, 2021

Visit Page
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Venture Capital and M&A Activities

Digital asset manager Monochrome valued at
$15M following Series A
Investors: Charlie Lee, Samson Mow, Wei Zhou and Kain
Warwick
Funded company: Monochrome
Business scope: Digital asset management
Headquarters: Australia
Announcement date: September 10, 2021
Deal amount: $1.8 million

SEP 12, 2021

Visit Page

NFT gaming company Animoca Brands acquires
majority stake in Bondly

Huobi Ventures launches $10M fund for earlystage GameFi investment

Animoca Brands, a nonfungible token
game developer, has announced a
substantial investment in the NFT
platform Bondly. As part of the
investment, Bondly’s NFT technology,
including launchpad and cross-chain
bridges, will be incorporated into Animoca’s gaming products.

Huobi cryptocurrency exchange’s
dedicated investment arm, Huobi
Ventures, has set up a $10-million
fund to invest in early-stage GameFi
projects that combine decentralized
finance features with gaming. The
GameFi business models allow users to earn dividends through
features including “play to earn.”

SEP 17, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 14, 2021

Visit Page

Bitcoin miner Greenidge set for Nasdaq listing
through merger

EU set to invest $177B in blockchain and other
novel technologies

Bitcoin mining and power generation
company Greenidge is set to complete
a merger with customer and technical
support solutions provider Support.
com to become a publicly listed
mining firm. Once the merger
transaction is complete, Support.com Inc. will become a whollyowned subsidiary of Greenidge Generation Holdings Inc.

The European Union officials plan
to fund direct investments in areas
like blockchain, data infrastructure,
5G, and quantum computing, among
others. The planned $177 billion
investment fund is aimed at
bolstering technological development in the region.

SEP 14, 2021

Visit Page

SEP 15, 2021

Visit Page

Cointelegraph Consulting
Cointelegraph Consulting offers bespoke research on digital assets and distributed ledger technology. Our services range from phone calls with clients when they have a question,
educational seminars for companies via online conferencing, and in-depth written reports on a wide range of topics. Our team consists of seasoned blockchain technologists that
have a passion for providing un-biased buy-side research. To schedule a free 30-minute consultation with Cointelegraph Consulting, respond to this email.
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoptions
Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC)

New blockchain platform aims to track onethird of all shipping containers globally
Global Shipping Business
Network, which was incorporated in
March 2021 by eight global national
freight maritime cargo companies,
has partnered with Oracle, Microsoft
Azure, AntChain and Alibaba Cloud
to launch a new blockchain-based platform that could
potentially track one-third of shipping containers across
the globe.
SEP 10, 2021

Visit Page

Blockchain-based platform for fractional
property ownership launches in India
An Indian fintech firm RealX has
entered a partnership with Tripvillas,
a holiday home rental service,
to launch a blockchain-based
registry system that allows Indian
citizens to purchase fractional
ownership in properties.
SEP 10, 2021

Visit Page

Turkish central bank taps local tech firms for
digital currency R&D
The Central Bank of the Republic
of Turkey signed a memoranda
of understanding with Aselsan,
a major defense corporation,
Havelsan, a software and systems
developer operating in the defense
and IT sectors, and TÜBİTAK Informatics and Information
Security Research Center. The companies will form the “Digital
Turkish Lira Collaboration Platform.”
SEP 15, 2021

Visit Page

AMC adds Ether and Litecoin to year-end
crypto adoption plans
Cinema
operator
AMC
Entertainment will not only accept
Bitcoin payments for movie tickets
by the end of 2022 but will also
include Ether, Litecoin and Bitcoin
Cash in its crypto acceptance policy.
SEP 16, 2021

Visit Page
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Regulatory Activities
North America

US lawmakers propose adding digital assets to
'wash sale' rule and raising capital gains tax

SEC charges Rivetz over $18M ICO, seeks the return
of 'ill-gotten gains'

Democrats in the United States House
of Representatives have proposed
the tax rate increase on long-term
capital gains from 20% to 25% for
“high-income individuals.”Also, the new
tax plan would add digital assets to
the “wash sale” rules, which prohibit investors from claiming
capital gains deductions on certain assets repurchased within 30
days of a sale.

The United States Securities and
Exchange Commission has charged
the now-defunct blockchain hardware
firm Rivetz along with its founder
Steven Sprague over an alleged illegal
securities offering that fetched around
$18 million between July and September of 2017.

SEP 13, 2021

SEP 10, 2021

Visit Page

NYAG shuts down Coinseed for converting
customer funds into DOGE without consent
The New York Attorney General
Letitia James ordered Coinseed Inc.
to permanently halt operations and
pay $3 million in fines after it had been
accused of freezing withdrawals and
converting client funds into DOGE
without consent.
SEP 14, 2021

Visit Page

Visit Page

Ohio man pleads guilty to fraud over $30M
crypto scam promising 15% monthly

Following SEC notice, Coinbase abandons plan
for crypto lending program

SEC takes action against Chinese billionaire’s
companies for unregistered ICO and IPO

Ohio man Michael Ackerman could
face up to 20 years inside following his
guilty plea for defrauding investors
in a crypto scam he orchestrated in
2017. The scheme lured hundreds of
investors who deposited USD into a
crypto fund called the Q3 Trading Club, which promised 15%
monthly returns.

Cryptocurrency exchange Coinbase
has announced it will not be pursuing
its Lend crypto lending program
after the Securities and Exchange
Commission threatened Coinbase
with legal action if the exchange
launched Lend, which it has deemed a security under its purview.

The United States Securities and
Exchange Commission has charged
GTV Media Group, Saraca Media
Group and Voice of Guo Media
with conducting an unregistered IPO
between April 1 and June 2020. Saraca
and Voice of Guo also conducted an unregistered ICO over
the same period. All three companies belong to the Chinese
billionaire Guo Wengui.
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Aussie crypto fund manager sentenced to
7 years for stealing $54M from investors
Stefan He Qin, the founder of two
cryptocurrency hedge funds called
Virgil Sigma and VQR, has been
sentenced to 90 months in prison
after United States authorities found
that he had cheated investors out of
$54 million.
SEP 16, 2021

T he United St ates Treasur y
Department is reportedly preparing
policy recommendations designed
to ensure stablecoin holders can
freely convert between their tokens
and other assets.
SEP 17, 2021
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Texas and New Jersey regulators go after
Celsius Network
The Texas State Securities Board has
filed for a hearing with the potential
to impose a cease and desist order
against crypto lending firm Celsius
Network for offering securities
not licensed at the state or federal
level, while the New Jersey Bureau of Securities has ordered
the platform to stop offering and selling interest-earning
cryptocurrency products.
SEP 17, 2021

Treasury plots stablecoin crackdown even as
Tether’s dominance wanes
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US Treasury Dept sanctions crypto OTC broker
Suex for alleged role in facilitating transactions
for ransomware attacks
The United States Department of the
Treasury has announced it will impose
sanctions on the Czech Republic and
Russia-based business Suex OTC for
allegedly allowing hackers to access
cryptocurrency sent as payment for
ransomware attacks.
SEP 21, 2021
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Swiss Exchange SIX granted approval to launch
crypto marketplace

Bank of Russia wants to block ‘emotional’ and
suspicious crypto activity

Slovenian finance authority proposes 10% tax
on crypto income

The Swiss Financial Market
Supervisory Authority announced
their approval for regulated Swiss
exchange SIX to launch a digital asset
marketplace and central securities
depository built on distributed ledger
technology. No specific date of launch has yet been announced.

The Bank of Russia has started
working with local banks to make
them halt payments to cryptocurrency
exchanges in order to protect
customers from “emotional”
purchases of crypto. Some of the
criteria suggest that Russian banks should block accounts related
to an “unusually large number of counterparties.”

The central bank of Ukraine (NBU) has
moved to support the development
of the cryptocurrency industry, but
will at the same time work to ensure
that the Ukrainian hryvnia is the only
legal tender in Ukraine. The NBU also
noted that it would continue to study the international experience
of developing a central bank digital currency.
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‘We are at war’ with crypto, says Turkish
President Erdoğan

Bitcoin-based security token offering approved
in Germany

The President of Turkey Recep Tayyib
Erdoğan announced that the country
has no intention of embracing
cryptocurrencies. “On the contrary,
we have a separate war, a separate
fight against them. We would never
lend support to [cryptocurrencies]”, - added the President.

Germany ’s F ederal Financial
Supervisory Authority has greenlighted
the EXOeu token by game publisher
Exordium, making local retail investors
eligible to participate in the sale
on Stokr, a major European digital
marketplace. EXOeu token is based on a Bitcoin sidechain.
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India’s Income Tax Department may soon target
crypto trades and ecosystem

Thai SEC issues license to Ethereum-based real
estate project

Hebei is the latest China province to wield the
crypto crackdown hammer

The Indian tax department has
signaled interest to tax crypto
earnings through trade and
exchanges. The initial report suggests
that the Indian government believes
that all activities that generate
incomes in cryptocurrencies must be taxed.

The Securities Exchange and
Commission of Thailand has issued a
license to Fraction, an asset-backed
token offering service fully owned by
the Hong Kong-based fintech firm
Fraction Group. The license allows
Fraction to list and trade tokens for fractional ownership of
physical or digital assets.

Hebei, a province in Northern China,
has announced plans to curtail
cryptocurrency mining and trading
activities in the region. As part of
the crypto mining ban, the Hebei
cyberspace commission has enjoined
all relevant government stakeholders in the province to participate
in the crackdown efforts.
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South Korean lawmaker: Delaying tax laws on
crypto is 'inevitable'

Korean Finance Minister vows to fight moves to
delay the crypto tax code

DCG-backed Korean exchange faces closure if it
can’t find banking partner

The Democratic Party of Korea
plans to push back against the
intention of South Korea’s Ministry
of Finance to tax virtual assets
starting in 2022. According to the
South Korean lawmaker, it’s currently
too difficult to secure data to be used for taxes on crypto exchanges
and through P2P transactions.

South Korean Minister of Strategy
and Finance Hong Nam-ki has vowed
that the crypto tax code will come
into effect on Jan. 1, 2022, despite
moves by the majority Democratic
Party to postpone it to 2023. The
tax code will levy a 20% tax on income generated by crypto
transactions in excess of 2.5 million Korean won, or about $2,100.

South Korean crypto exchange
Gopax is facing potential closure
ahead of the country’s deadline for
platforms to submit their requests
for an official operating license.
To be eligible for a license, crypto
exchanges must prove that they are operating using real-name
accounts at South Korean banks, which have refused to engage
in any risk assessment process for the country’s small exchanges.
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Bitcoin investors are reportedly exempt from
taxes in El Salvador

El Salvador acts on Bitcoin price dip and buys
150 BTC

The government of El Salvador will
reportedly exempt investors from
paying a capital gains tax and an
income tax on Bitcoin, according
to a presidential legal counsel.
SEP 13, 2021
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As the Bitcoin price fell below $46,000
on Sep. 13, Salvadoran President
Nayib Bukele announced on Twitter
that the country has “bought the
dip.” With 150 new BTC, the Central
American government now holds
700 coins.
SEP 20, 2021
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Cuba's cryptocurrency regulations take effect
Resolution 215 of 2021 issued by
the Banco Central de Cuba — the
country’s central bank — recognizing
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin became
official on Sep. 15. With crypto legally
recognized by the BCC, Bitcoin and
other cryptocurrencies can now be used for commercial
transactions and investments in Cuba.
SEP 16, 2021

FTX crypto exchange expands to Bahamas with
new registration

Binance to cease crypto futures and options
in Australia

The Securities Commission of The
Bahamas has registered FTX Digital
Markets, the Bahamian subsidiary
of the FTX crypto exchange, as an
official digital asset business. The
regulatory approval is granted under
the Digital Asset Registered Bill of The Bahamas, the country’s
new digital asset-related legislation that came into force in late
2020.

Cryptocurrency exchange Binance
announced that its users in Australia
will have 90 days to reduce and
close their positions for products
such as cryptocurrency futures,
options and leveraged tokens.
Local regulatory requirements were named the reason for the
decision made.
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Do you have questions about digital
assets and enterprise blockchain?
Contact Cointelegraph Consulting for a Free Consultation

consulting@cointelegraph.com

Join Cointelegraph Consulting on Twitter

Join Cointelegraph Consulting on LinkedIn

